POSITIVE
CONNECTIVE
Transform your Energy.

When you touch a switch,
we are sensing the presence of others
with meaningful intensity.
As a CONNECTIVE tissue does.
We take part in a building-lexicon
of gestures talking of the humanness:
a POSITIVE sign of our exsistence.
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BEAUTY
ENERGY
LIFE
Living, we are tied to a place. We are part of a
binding that supports languages, spaces and times.
We act through minimal actions, subtle glances,
barely hinted desires. Ours is a work on the places
of relationships. From the way we live in spaces to
the way we observe objects and touch screens.
Vimar interfaces and systems connect lives in
residential, hospitality, nautical, working and
public places, health and culture.
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BEAUTY
ENERGY
LIFE

Over 1300 people
100 different countries
9 subsidiaries and
10 direct local presences

Since 1945 our energy is driven by passion and are engaged in supporting
the evolution of living styles. The heart of our company, where we create, design,
manufacture and test all our products, is in the North East of Italy.
We continue manufacturing here at Marostica: from materials to shapes,
colour combinations to electronic processes, we are distinguished by quality, style
and technology that speak our language all over the world. A long tradition and
history of success, a culture based on solid and true values.

A new logistic and production hub, since 2019, in Marostica.
The new warehouse is fully automated with cutting-edge logistics technology. An ambitious project covering a
total area of 70,000 square metres, with more than 7,000 sq. m. of green areas, partially open to the public, with a
children’s playground.
It has been designed in compliance with the latest environmental sustainability standards: a photovoltaic system, a
geothermal system combined with 48,000 square metres of radiant floor heating, which ensures 40% primary energy
savings; a Smart Metering system allows energy data to be acquired, analysed and managed in real time, thus
optimising the use of these systems and reducing consumption by 10%.

We are a team of more than 1300 persons in Europe, Asia and South America, ready to satisfy you, our partner,
all around the world. With 9 subsidiaries and more than 10 local direct presences in the world, we offer our
products in over 100 different countries, with different regulatory standards and different lifestyle, spreading around
the world the Italian design and technology.
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1
P+

We work with
great care of
the environment

R+

BEAUTY
ENERGY
LIFE
Research. Technology. Simplicity
To ensure the best of technology and design,
6% of our annual turnover is invested in R&D.
This has allowed us over the years to lodge more than
180 patents worldwide, reflecting the attention of the
great innovation like the little details that make every
day life more simple and comfortable. We firmly
believe that new ideas are created to be shared.

Taking care of the process.
Our manufacturing cycle is characterized by low environmental impact.
We recycle 60% of the plastic material waste and most of the metal.
We only use water-based paints or UV curing. We are replacing the
electroplating bath with the innovative and more environmentally friendly
MSD process that eliminates any type of harmful emissions.
All packaging is fully recyclable.
We take great care in respecting the environment in order to grow in
time with continuity and shared values. The packaging cases for controls
uses GD2 cardboard, which consists of 90% recycled fibre and the
material is 100% recyclable. Moreover, the paint is water-based and the
colours are made with vegetable oils.
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SICURY patent. More than 50 years of
invention. Our idea for the SICURY shutter,
is a device for ensuring the safety of electrical
systems and protecting sockets, by preventing
users from making involuntary contact with live
parts. We decided to grant all the operators in
the industry the right to use our patent free of
charge, making SICURY a market standard.
We collaborate with institutes, research
centres and business incubators.
An example with the new relay QUID: Its
technology is patented and certified by the
University of Turin.
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BEAUTY
ENERGY
LIFE

You, our partner, our most important designer.
You own a clear vision of your project.
Working together we evolve our knowledge
and thus enhance our common world.

Our products celebrate the lifestyle evolution.
This allows us to offer finishes and details that make our products items
of interior design. Convinced that form and technology must live together,
we dedicate time and energy on developing new projects of electronic
and electromechanical engineering and materials.
From the simple electrical wiring to the advanced technological systems,
we solve, transform and connect your energy.

We work closely with the most
famous designers, ensuring we
evolve alongside the architectural
and living styles.
Our products are the results of this
approach: design proposals composed
of harmonious geometries and a careful
study of the finishes, designed to
enhance the look of all environments for
best-fitting to your projects.
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PRIVATE VILLA, ITALY
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VISION
ECOSYSTEM
VIEW

A set of solutions for comfort, energy efficiency and security, with aesthetically coordinated and personalized
products to answer to every architectural environment. The technology By-me Plus with the integration with Elvox
Video Door Entry systems, Elvox CCTV, Automation, Burglar Alarm system blend in a unique user experience in the
name of simplicity.

Design integration happens
when it enters with simplicity,
personal customization and a
great standard of service.
View is a vision of platform which
includes systems and products
connected for new buildings, renovation
or upgrade of existing systems.

VIEW App

A single app: an unique experience and intuitive interface. You can manage, control and create favourite
scenarios using the View app. Integrate the app with the IFTTT platform to integrate with third-party connected
devices. Through the VIEW App and Vimar Cloud, you are connected to your spaces from everywhere and you
are up-to-date on what is happening inside and outside the building. Simply connected to your own world.
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VERSATILE
SOLUTIONS

IP

Our solutions respect the identity of
every setting. You can smartly, simply

Safety and
Security

and constantly expand your ecosystem
for a total home and building control.
From small to
large buildings

Residential
Hospitality
Nautical
Working Places
Public Places
Health
Culture
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Integrated Systems
Wired solutions

Energy
Efficiency
Comfort
Light
Management

Scaleable
Applications

Scaleable
Functions

Shutter
Automation

Sound
System

Connected Products
Wireless solutions

Climate
control
Energy
Management
Power/Data
Distribution
Load
Control

Access
Control
Controlled
by Voice

Technical
Allarms

Burglar
Allarm

Video
Surveillance

Smart
Sensors

Controlled
by App

Integrated
with Third
Parties

Managed
by Remote

Video Door
Entry
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TOUCH THE
SWITCHES
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SKI RESORT HOTEL - CHALET FIAT, DOLOMITI
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LUXURY ROOM, CITY CENTRE HOTEL - FOUR SEASONS HOTEL MOSCOW

RELAX AREA, RESORT HOTEL - HOTEL RIU PALACE TIKIDA AGADIR MAROCCO
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Eikon. Elegance, excellence, value
For your prestigious projects, touch the experience thanks to various product lines with different dimensions,
finishing and functions: Eikon Exé with The Collection (Vintage and Flat controls), Eikon Tactil and Eikon EVO.
Each detail has been carefully studied to offer its own unique effect.

One platform. Multiple choices. Bespoke Design. Perfect co-ordination.

One platform only
Eikon Tactil

Different touches and a
complete offer of functions

Eikon EVO

Eikon Exé

Eikon Exè
with Vintage controls

Flush wall mounting
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Versatile, different shapes and finishes

Eikon Exè
with Flat controls
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Eikon Exé
The essence of shapes and materials. Squared corners and striking silhouettes give rise to a range that blends
in seamlessly with any environment. Resulting from a meticulous selection process, different top quality finishes,
which create a different, original soul each time: glass, leather, mirror, wood, marbled stoneware, brushed, shiny and
exclusive metals.

Pure essence
Seven different materials are available in a
generous 27 different top-quality finishes,
which create a different, original soul
each time. To offer an extensive variety of
solutions suited to any environment.
20
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Eikon Exé. The Collection
From the essence of Eikon Exé cover plates two new types of control are born: Flat and Vintage.
An even more distinctive exclusiveness for your interior design projects. A bolder identity in accordance with the latest
stylistic trends, which propose a come-back of traditional silhouettes and, at the same time, show a preference for
linear shapes. Matt White, Anthracite Grey, Brushed Nickel, Brushed Dark Bronze and Gold.

Vintage controls
Vintage toggle switches embrace mesmerising
lines of the past restyling them with a modern twist
providing an exclusive, slightly retro style. Cover
plates can be customized with a precise logo and
controls can be elegantly lasered with pictograms to
identify all diverse functions.
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Flat controls.
Planar and square-shaped controls create
a pleasant flush-mounting effect, to
emphasise the textured appeal of the cover
plate. Provided with personalized RGB
backlighting, controls can be elegantly laserengraved with icons and pictograms.
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Eikon Tactil / Eikon EVO
Recognizable at a glance. Every concept of luxury finds its perfect expression in Eikon: technological,
chic and sophisticated. Transforming normal everyday gestures into special moments of pleasure. Transmitting
unprecedented charisma to any room. Eikon seen in profile, offers a subtly fascinating and impalpable presence, in
tune with current interior design trends.

Eikon Tactil.
A technological jewel. The cover plates are available
in various finishes including crystal, solid wood,
natural leather, carved stone and Corian®.
Colour functions can be customized thanks to RGB
LED backlighting for home automation systems
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Eikon EVO.
Elegant geometries and chromed frame,
the design of Eikon capture the latest interior
design trends and bring out the best Italian style.
Perfect aesthetic coordination with Eikon Tactil.
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Arké. Enjoy your living spaces
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Arké. Simplicity and character, a perfect match.
Large proportions: large sized surfaces that underline shapes and materials. Two designs. Fit perfectly into your
projects. Convex buttons, a pleasant feeling ergonomic shape, only slightly perceptible to the eye, accompanies the
controls. Finishes and colours, materials selected to last, colours chosen in harmony with contemporary style.

Arké Metal. The Warm Soul.
Contemporary and attractive, functional and pragmatic with a universal aesthetic. With its warm metallic colours, it’s
ideal for residential spaces and hotels that like to stand out, starting from style details. With a new, highly distinctive,
warm colour for controls, specifically designed to enhance the range, Arké Metal explores original material
combinations that complement an ultra-modern, creative energy model.

Arké Classic
rational shape, linear profile and clean corners.

Arké Metal Classic
rational shape, linear profile and clean corners.

Arké Round
sinuous surface, slightly curved with soft corners.

Arké Metal Round
sinuous surface, slightly curved with soft corners.
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Plana. Strong universal character.
Essential and linear.
Plana’s design stands out for its rigorously shaped corners and modest size. Solutions with a strong formal balance:
delicate in white, elegant in glossy silver, Plana perfectly adapting to various environments.

The elegance of metal, the warmth of wood,
the modernity of technopolymer and the
freshness of Reflex: every interior has its own
look, enhanced by Plana.
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VIMAR SHOWROOM – DRAWING BY EMPLOYEES’ CHILDREN

37 variants to choose from: from classical
black and white to natural maple and pear
woods, from brilliant metallic green and blue to
icy cedar and mint, the assortment is endless.
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Personal design products
Wide range of skills, continuous in quality standards and proximal in relationships. Our international
support network provides on-the-spot coverage, after-sales consultancy and assistance, wherever you are.
A single solution provider.

To promote the identity of the hotel or a working
places, all the cover plates can bear its logo,
while controls and buttons can be customized
based on the chosen function. Indeed, laser
technology is used to reproduce any symbol with
maximum precision, choosing from an extensive
gallery of pictograms that identify the most common
functions. Working together, we evolve our knowledge
and thus enhance our common future.

We transform your energy
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SETTING
SOLUTIONS
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LUXURY HOTEL HALL - PALACE RESORT LOS CABOS, MEXICO
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ACCOMODATION / PRIVATE VILLA - ALILA JABAL AKHDAR, OMAN
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We take care of your projects
with simplicity
Wired and wireless solutions. You can smartly, simply and constantly expand your ecosystem for a total home
and building control. Versatile technological solutions from standard installation to advanced integration smart
systems to fit perfectly into your projects.

STANDARD
ELECTRICAL

36

RESIDENCE – BOSCO VERTICALE, MILAN

ADVANCED
ELECTRICAL

CONNECTED
SMART

INTEGRATED
AUTOMATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION

SYSTEMS

Basic functions for
lights and automation,
highly customizable

Centralized and
timed basic functions

Programmable
functions, managed
remotely and with voice

Professional automation
integration and scalable
functions
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Advanced electrical installation
Innovative for controlling lights and rolling shutters, dedicated to traditional systems. Our expertise dedicated
to traditional systems brings to life an innovative with easy and intuitive installation that evolves wired systems for
maximum functionality and reliability. A simple solution, ideal at the doorway, on the bedhead of a hotel, in commercial
areas, homes and working places.
QUID for lights.
Innovative and silent relay.

QUID for roller shutters.
Innovative electronic switch.

CENTRAL
OFF

R+

R+

R+

ONLY ONE CABLE
FOR THE CENTRALIZATION
OF ALL LIGHTS

Central control.
QUID offers the possibility of realizing a centralized
shutdown control. It gives the opportunity of shutting
down all lights with just a gesture. Furthermore, the
presence of a pilot light reveals if the lighting is active in
any other connected point.
More silent.
Differently from the standard electromechanical devices,
the change of status turns out to be more silent, thanks
to its patented magnetic technology.
Safe.
If the push button remains active, the relay does not
overheat because there is no electricity after the change
of status.
Energy saving.
It does not consume energy with the lights off.
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Centralized control.
The new switcher, on wired systems, supports the
possibility of automating curtains or roller shutters and
enabling group control, with disconnection of the load
at the end.
Reliable and safe.
It switches off the power at the end to avoid the motor
to be in voltage and to be damaged
QUID knows the habits of people.
It memorizes the favourite position of curtains and
roller shutters. You can recall it whenever you want.

“That little something more”
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Connected smart installation
Activate
princess
scenario

The new View Wireless devices designed for Eikon, Arké, Plana and Idea can manage lighting, roller shutters or
motorised curtains, control energy consumption and manage scenarios, with the utmost simplicity using classic 1-way
switches, via app or directly by voice. View Wireless can be adapted to any architectural context. Update, extend or
replace your wiring system, you have the chance to make your home match, integrable over time. It is also ideal for
renovations or to boost the functions of an existing system, and it is a useful means of support for the elderly and
people with restricted mobility.
DUAL INTELLIGENCE. DUAL TECHNOLOGY

Update your space simply.
Just a few tasks.
No need for masonry work.
New system, same shape.

Easier, more functional.
A connected home thus
guarantees greater comfort, more
efficiency and security both when
you are inside your living spaces
as well as when you are out of
doors, enhancing the value of the
property and improving life for
those who live there.

16
SCENARI

MONITORING
COMSUMPTION

ON / OFF
ON TIMER

UP / DOWN
FAVOURITE

SCENARIOS
Up to 64 devices

Hey ...

GATEWAY

VOCAL CONTROL OR VIA APP
LOCALLY OR REMOTELY

ADDITIONAL FREELY
POSITIONABLE CONTROLS

VIEW App
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Expand your system wireless
and stressless
Battery-free radio frequency controls to boost the functions of standard electrical installation.
The radio frequency controls for lighting automation and control are eco-sustainable and reliable. Thanks to the
EnOcean and ZigBee Green Power technologies, plus Bluetooth connection, they use the energy generated by
the pressure of the keys, avoiding the use of batteries and removing the need for regular maintenance and cable
connections. Easy to configure, it can be integrated with the By-me Plus and with the KNX world and guarantees an
extensive interoperability with the products of our Partners. Radio frequency also enables the system to be extended
to all the areas in which it would be inconvenient or even impossible to intervene and carry out masonry works, so
reducing the installation and maintenance costs and ensuring a significant energy saving.
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Integrated automation systems
By-me Plus is one of the main systems of the VIEW platform.
Focused on comfort and energy efficiency, it enables the user to control and perform the integrated management of
the lighting, curtains and roller shutters, temperature and energy control of the building and the multi-room sound system.

More comfort.

Improved energy efficiency.

Curtain and roller shutter automation, light dimming,

Managing energy more responsibly with evolved solutions capable of

stereophonic sound system

optimising the consumptions without losing out on quality, generating

Managing the lighting and the sound system, moving curtains or

savings of up to 50% (according to a study performed by Milan

roller shutters , dimming the light of the various traditional and

Polytechnic University, IoT Observatory and in line with the EN15232

energy-saving lamps, or creating plays of coloured light. All through

standard).

scenarios pre-set based on the user’s requirements.
Management of the loads to prevent blackouts due to over- loading
By-me Plus is easy installation and advanced technology:

and smart distribution of solar energy. Thanks to the possibility of viewing

• Bus twisted pair cable

the consumptions, also remotely using the app, the user will always and

• linear, star and mixed wiring topology

promptly be aware of the energy profile of the home.

• remote control via IP interfaces
• extendable with radio devices messages to these.

Temperature Comfortable climate control.
Home energy supervision with measurement and viewing of
consumptions (including non-digital ones).

By-me Plus is simple
configuration and diagnostics,

Energy management and optimisation.

maintenance thanks to the VIEW

Smart management of the energy produced by a photovoltaic system is

Pro app

automatically carried on the appliances already selected, so reducing the
amount of power used from the network.

By-me Plus is smart
management of comfort
and energy efficiency thanks
to the unique VIEW app

VIEW App
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PRIVATE VILLA, ITALY
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Integrated automation systems
Each building has its own special needs, right from the very first design phases. Designed to increase performance,
comfort and energy savings, making buildings smarter and increasing their value, this Vimar security and communication
systems stand out for the high level of flexibility and scalability.
Easy to configure thanks to the professional ETS software distributed by the KNX Association. The KNX devices for
building automation can be operated together with all the products of companies that comply with the standard,
ensuring a single integrated system that is connected to the world of the IoT via specific gateways or IP web-servers.

Flexibility & scalability.

Wide range of products & functions.

• Integration with the control devices

• temperature control thermostats and dimmers

• Modular devices with interchangeable buttons customizable

• dimmers for lighting control, scenario automation

with a wide range of symbols
• RGB touch thermostats with over 100 communication objects

• RFID MIFARE access control readers
• presence and light detectors for saving energy

• RFID access control reader with programmable entrances/exits
• Perfect aesthetic coordination with Eikon, Arké, Idea and Plana
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ACTIVE LUXURY RESORT - CAMPO ZERO DOLOMITI
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CONVENTION AND ENTERTAINMENT HOTEL - OKADA MANILA LUXURY HOTEL PHIILIPPINES
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Touch our expertise in door entry
A wide selection of intelligent indoor and outdoor door entry and video entry systems.
Ideal for residential, working and public spaces, tertiary settings, service industry facilities.
High-performance technology that multiplies the solutions. With Due Fili Plus, IP technology and SIP you
can easily create even large systems, guaranteeing the highest performance in any type of building, from small homes
to large residential complexes. Complete range. All products vary in size, design, structure, type of system, functions
and installations: they all share high structural quality, attention to design, easy installation and use.
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LUXURY COMPOUND - VENICE
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Communicating simply, effectively & safely
IP
Up to 6400 indoor units:.

Scalability and versatility. Infinite number of users.

Solutions on VOIP infrastructure

Installations which handle up to a maximum of 484 outdoor units

Audio/video communication between indoor and outdoor units

Session Initiation Protocol is the most commonly used protocol in the

and up to 6,400 indoor units.

becomes multiple and contemporary. Simple, also through the

VOIP telephony business market. It is used to create audio or audio-

Simple programming directly from the indoor panel.

use of existing LAN networks, without laying any specific wiring.

video communication sessions between one or more participants.

Accessible anywhere via smartphone and tablet.

Simple and intuitive installation.

Compatibility with the products of world leaders in the VOIP

Combined with the Tab 7S, the Video-Door app can receive the

Self-configuring for the kit version or configurable via the Video

telephony sector.

video call, view the video surveillance cameras or open the door,

Door IP Manager software on a PC for the simple and complex

Simple configuration. Commissioning can be done simply

directly from your smartphone or tablet, wherever you are.

installations, all simplified by an autodiscovery function for Elvox

from any browser, connecting to the WEB server of the device,

Up to 1200 metres.

IP video door entry devices.

without the need for specific software.

You can set up huge systems, with a distance between indoor

Reliability.

Call scenarios.

and outdoor panels of up to 1200 metres, without losing any

The system data is replicated on the different devices, ensuring

Software licences.

quality of the audio or video signal.

constant system operation.

They enable calls from the entrance panel to one or more SIP
audio devices or to one or more SIP audio/video devices.
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PRIVATE VILLA, ITALY
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Feel safe and secure into your daily life
Burglar alarm system and high performance cameras, monitors and recorders.
and Suitable for small apartments as well as shopping malls and business centres, up to large industrial companies.

By-alarm. Burglar alarm system.

Video surveillance.

Protects the spaces from break-ins. Stand-alone and easily

The video surveillance systems integrate products with excellent

integrated with a wide range of devices, the system is

performances capable of guaranteeing reliable monitoring, even

expandable and can also be integrated with By-me Plus, for

in critical areas in outdoors and indoors.

continuous, diffused and intelligent control. This flexibility is
ensured by different supports, such as: coaxial cables and IP

Video cameras with AHD technology up to 5 Mpx per AHD and

protocol, linear cable, Bus cable and/or radio frequency (perfect

Low Light IP of 2 and 5 Mpx and up to 8 Mpx, H.265 video

for setting alarms in other areas without having to carry out

compression and new video analysis functions to enable vision

masonry works). Its quality is ensured by the CEI EN 50131

in all lighting conditions.

certification (level 2) and the IMQ- Security systems certification,
confirming its total reliability.

Clear pictures of even the smallest details
Rapid installation and configuration and the possibility of

Aesthetic coordination.

also remote controlling the system via Wi-Fi network, QRCode

By-alarm devices, such as sensors, internal sirens and

or CVM software.

connectors, have been designed to offer the maximum in terms
of aesthetics and functionality. Plus, all flush mounting devices
are available for the Eikon, Arké, Idea and Plana series. Wide
combinations in terms of design, material and colour.
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PUBLIC SPACES - MUSEUM, ITALY
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AT YOUR
SERVICE
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EMERGENCY HEADQUARTERS - MILAN
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Being part of the global energy
transformation
We are a team of professionals who provide expert support and customized global solutions for automating,
connecting and monitoring the entire building while assuring total aesthetic coordination of all visible devices.

vimar.com - our on-line service platform, available 24/7.
Vimar’s know-how at your fingertips.
Navigate the on-line catalogue, a detailed database of
all our codes with technical drawings, instruction sheets,
and product photos.
Go to the download section and choose your language:
• Dedicated catalogues and brochures
of our product range, systems and solutions
• Video tutorial section, also available on
You Tube channel
From the homepage go to the News to keep yourself
updated and to References to see our lastest Projects.

Vimar YouTube Channel - is a complete
and comprehensive information resource.
Vimar’s video channel features more than
300 videos, promotional, technical and tutorial,
accessible to all.
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We trust in collaborations
and partnerships
We have an extensive network of relationships, alliances and partnerships to coordinate the smart
technologies in interconnected buildings and the multiple players involved in home and building automation.
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CHOSEN BY WORLDWIDE SHIPOWNERS
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B.D20010 - POSITIVE CONNECTIVE

Viale Vicenza, 14 ∙ 36063 Marostica VI ∙ Italy ∙ Tel. +39 0424 488 600 ∙ www.vimar.com

